Work with us!
onedotzero recruitment - cross-disciplinary senior designer (full time)
Date: January 2018
About onedotzero:
onedotzero is an independent digital design agency creating transformative
experiences and culturally significant events that merge arts, entertainment and
technology to thrilling effect. Collaboration is at the heart of our process and for two
decades we have amassed an unrivalled network of artists, creatives, technologists
and production partners with whom we have worked on our own projects in addition
to events and concepts for agencies, brands and cultural organisations.
Showreel link www.onedotzero.com
Job description:
We are looking for an exceptional cross-disciplinary senior designer to join our
small London team. The right person will be able to think about the entire project,
look at the physical environment and create entire experiences that are immersive.
The right person will have energy in abundance and a passion for culture with a
digital accent. You need to have a minimum of 5-7 years experience working in a
design studio or agency environment, be able to think in 2d and 3d and possess a
flexible skillset that can be applied across a variety of projects including events,
exhibitions, motion graphic, interactive and digital design projects for internationally
recognized brands and organisations.
Working closely with onedotzero’s creative director, producers, freelance talent
and clients, you will be involved in projects from conception to delivery, spanning
creative thinking and brainstorming, pitching, concept sketching and
visualisation for client presentations, environment rendering, prototyping and
making, project documentation, final deliverables and more.
As such you need to be a bit of a design generalist who is comfortable working
in 2d and 3d across graphic design, user interface design, video filming and
editing, photography, animation, coding, electronics and basic 3d modeling.
Whilst you don’t have to be excellent in all of these categories, a passion for
learning new skills is essential.
Comfortable working under pressure, you need to be extremely organised and
able to deliver high-quality work whilst working to tight deadlines. Due to the
nature of our projects, evening and weekend work will be required from time to
time.
It is essential that applicants have the ability to work across all aspects of the
creative process:
Creative concept and strategy
Managing the design and production team with all creative elements

Contribute to new business
Deliver and manage in pitches
Visualise the creative concept
Understand the production process
Work within the realms of possibility while still creating unique experiences
Create storyboards
Be able to engage with clients about creative concepts
Conduct extensive research
Prototype and understand available software and hardware packages
Desired skill sets:
2d - Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign, keynote
3d – Rhino, Sketch up, Vray
Documentation – photography, filming, editing [premiere]
Simple animation - after effects
Hand sketches and quick visualising skills
Research skills for idea developments and project materials
A keen interest in digital culture and an awareness of current trends
Coding is a plus but not essential
Apply now!
If you are looking for a challenge in a fast-paced studio environment where you
could have a big impact then we want to hear from you. This is a fantastic
opportunity to work with some of the best creators across the digital arts
cultural landscape with work on a global stage interested. Have the required
experience and desire? Want to be part of our future?
Please send your CV, a covering letter and a description of the projects, which
you feel, are most relevant to our company and what your role was on that
project:
Sophie Walter
info@onedotzero,
41 Charterhouse Square
London,
Ec1m 6ea
start date immediate.
no recruitment agencies.
Salary will be based on experience.
19 days holiday with 1 year after the first full year to the maximum of 5 years.
After 1 year join the company private Bupa health plan.

